Willow Class News
This
We’ve here there and everywhere this week! Some of Willow Class in, some out – it’s
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been like the hokey cokey!
But! We have had some fun along the way!
In maths, we have playing ‘What time is it Mr Wolf’ and playing time bingo! Super time skills Pharrell and
Dylan!
In English, we have shown some fantastic reading skills as we continued with our story ‘Little Babaji’. Our
letter in phonics is ‘h’ and we have seen some super letter h work, both in school and at home. In writing
we have shown great skills in our letter formation, and Viren’s writing wowed us this week. Well done
Viren!
In Art, we created some fabulous pieces in the style of Wassily Kandisky. We used natural materials and
other items to create our paintings, and Mohammed worked really hard on his. Well done Mohammed!
In geography, we talked about Florence and famous artists from Italy. We painted our own Mona Lisa’s!
Khane was working at home and spotted the Mona lisa, after painting his picture, on the telly! Well done
Khane!
In history, we were looking at roman pots and there uses. We made some fabulous pots using clay. They
look amazing!
In PSHE we have continued to talk about our feelings. Ethan has been enjoying the Attention Autism
video’s uploaded on Google Classroom. Super Ethan!
In science we went on a mini-beast walk and looked through some mud to see what we could see. I think
the worms may have run away from us! But we had fun looking! And….on Monday we had a visit from a
tortoise called Terry and explored his habitat how to look after him! Mohammed drew a fantastic
drawing picture of Terry’s habitat all by himself!

And finally…

Viren! For excellent writing skills and exploring through the mud! Well done Viren!

Khane! For fantastic home learning with mummy, every, single, day!! Amazing!!
Well done Khane!!

Look what we’ve been up to this week…
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